Avant Commercial - Photographer Phil Burrowes

Commercial Photography Packages
Photography Packages for business use

These packages should fit most projects and can be made up of a
combination of staff photos, product shots and the all important
‘Hero’ images for websites and brochures.

What's included?
All packages include unlimited business use.
All packages include digital delivery and storage.
Travel is included to London, Surrey, Sussex and Kent. Outside
this zone, travel is charged at cost.
Files are delivered ready to use online. Cropped and colour
balanced with basic editing - specific retouching is discussed

PHOTOGRAPHY PACKAGES

on arrangement of the shoot and can be specified in the brief
or at the image review stage.

Day Rate - £995
6 - 10 hours
up to 40 edited files

Half Day Rate - £495
Up to 4 hours
up to 20 edited files

Hourly - £125/hr (minimum 2 hours)
Hourly
5 images per hour

Photographer - Phil Burrowes
Photography and visual
content for your brand.
Is 2020 the year the quality of
the visual content on your
website and social media
improves?
Avant Photographic
07734581040
www.avantcommercial.com
info@avantcommercial.com

Retainer Contracts

More cost effective for long term projects
A retainer simply means I am contractually arranged to shoot a fixed
amount of photography for your business each month.
The level of service can be tailored to suit your requirements.
Below are the most popular options currently exploited by Avant
Commercial clients.
As above, all packages include digital delivery via Dropbox,
WeTransfer or similar. Travel to London, Surrey, Sussex, Kent, and
most other Home Counties is included. Outside this zone, travel is
charged at cost. There is a minimum of 3 months contract.

Pick a Package

Or contact me to discuss a bespoke solution.
Option 1

£1200/ month 4 days/16 onsite hrs per month
All edited images from shoots

Option 2

£600/month
2 days/8 onsite hrs per month
10-20 images per month

Example: One staff shoot or day in the life every month, plus one hero
image shoot each month.

Option 3

£250/month
½ day/4 onsite hrs per month
10 images per month

This is like getting a mini Day in the Life shoot for your business each
month. The Day in the Life project produces a portfolio of images to tell
the story of your business on your website and social media.
Your half day must be on one day and cannot be split across multiple
days. This is a great option to utilise for smaller projects.
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PHOTOGRAPHY PACKAGES

Example:. A staff headshot session a 'Day in the Life' shoot every month.
Plus, a product shoot and a portfolio of Hero images - fresh content each
month for your website and social media - with nothing to do but book
the shoots in the diary.

Day in the Life
A Portfolio of images for your busniess

An amazing portfolio of unique
photography to tell the story of
your business
Create stimulating visual stories in a day.

PHOTOGRAPHY PACKAGES

Produce a portfolio of images
Tell the story of your business
Capture images to highlight specific services
Images for use on social media & websites.
Images delivered optimised for immediate online use

Day in the Life - £695
Includes a minimum 40 images
Ready for website use

Mini DitL shoot to focus on specific
elements of your business
Day in the Life Mini - £250
Includes 15-20 images
Ready for website use

more details at
www.avantcommercial.com/ditl-mini
Photographer - Phil Burrowes

Terms & Conditions apply. Details can be found at
www.avantcommercial.com/terms-conditions
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